An Exclusive Visit to a Traditional Sherry Winery

Bespoke wine experience in Jerez, Spain

Highlights:
Private visit to Williams & Humbert’s vineyard with a cheese and wine tasting
Private tour of Williams & Humbert winery
Equestrian show
Wine pairing lunch or tapas at the winery
Jerez historical center guided tour
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An Exclusive Visit to a Traditional Sherry Winery

Discover the secrets of Andalusian wine on this private sherry wine experience. Learn about
sherry production vine-to-glass, and discover the tastiest sherry and tapas pairings. As
birthplace of this ancient wine tradition, the city of Jerez is a destination to be enjoyed with
the five senses.
A truly unique wine, sherry is produced exclusively in Jerez, situated in a triangle of land
formed by the towns of Jerez de la Frontera, Sanlúcar de Barrameda, and El Puerto de
Santa María. The landscape’s versatility is reflected in the wide range of grapes grown here,
each with its own distinctive character. You can easily find a sherry for every dish and every
occasion.
This day trip will start with a transfer from your hotel to Williams &Humbert’s vineyard.
Enjoy the wonderful Andalusian landscape and delight with some of the best wines and
sherrys that the winery has to offer. All paired with the most delicious local cheese.
The visit will follow up with a private tour of Williams &Humbert winery, one of the most
prestigious bodegas in Andalusia. Learn about the wine making tradition in Jerez area and
the unique way sherry wines are made at this fantastic winery.
Within the complex, you will enjoy an equestrian show. Discover the dance and beauty of
the spanish horses in this exclusive exhibition.
The equestrian show will be followed by a wine pairing lunch or some traditional tapas at
the winery. Try some delicious spanish lunch or typical spanish tapas paired with the best
choice of wines and sherries.
After lunch you will meet a knowledgeable local guide and set off for a historical tour
through the Spanish city of Jerez. Wander through its streets, squares, buildings and
monuments, learning about the city’s historical and artistic heritage along the way.
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